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Research Progress on the Role of Inflammasomes in Kidney Disease
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Inflammasomes are multimeric complexes composed of cytoplasmic sensors, apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a caspase activation and recruitment domain (ASC or PYCARD), and procaspase-1 and play roles in regulating caspase-dependent inflammation and cell death. Inflammasomes are assembled by sensing pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and initiate inflammatory responses by activating caspase-1. Activated caspase-1 promotes the release of the inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and IL-18 and eventually induces pyroptosis. Inflammasomes are closely related to kidney diseases. In particular, the NLRP3 (NACHT, LRR, and PYD domain-containing protein 3) inflammasome has been shown to cause acute and chronic kidney diseases by regulating canonical and noncanonical mechanisms of inflammation. Small-molecule inhibitors that target NLRP3 and other components of the inflammasome are potential options for the treatment of kidney-related diseases such as diabetic nephropathy. This article will focus on the research progress on inflammasomes and the key pathogenic roles of inflammasomes in the development and progression of kidney diseases and explore the potential of this intracellular inflammation to further prevent or block the development of the kidney disease.

1. Introduction

Since discovery, in the innate immune process, the role of inflammasomes cannot be ignored to endogenous and exogenous danger signals [1]. Inflammasomes are protein complexes that mainly contain a receptor protein, an adaptor protein, and downstream caspases, most notably caspase-1. When activated by an agonist, the receptor protein will then attract ASC and caspase-1 to assemble an inflammasome with a diameter up to micron size, thereby inducing self-cleavage and caspase-1 activation. On the one hand, activated caspase-1 will cause the release of IL-1β, IL-18, and other inflammatory factors; on the other hand, it promotes pyroptosis, which can help clear pathogens and damaged cells. Receptor proteins include NACHT, LRR, and PYD domain-containing protein 1 (NLRP1), NLRP3, and NLR family CARD domain-containing protein 4 (NLRC4), which belong to the NOD-like receptor family, as well as absent in melanoma-2 (AIM2) and pyrin. Diverse and specific receptor proteins can widely recognize exogenous (microbial molecules) and endogenous (danger signals) stimuli. The activation of inflammasomes can be regarded as the beginning of innate immune process, and it is also a sign of human resistance to infected tissues. Further studies have shown that noninfectious immune responses can also lead to the activation of inflammasomes [2–4]. Inflammasomes are involved in the occurrence and progression of various diseases in the human body including metabolic diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes [5] and gouty arthritis [6]), malignant tumor [7], chronic arterial injury [8], and neurodegenerative disease [9–11]. Recent studies have shown that the formation and activation of inflammasomes occur in not only immune cells in the kidneys, such as activated macrophages, dendritic cells, and renal tissue cells (renal tubular epithelial cells and podocytes). These results fully show that inflammasomes play an important role in the development of renal diseases.
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NLRP3 inflammasomes are the most studied canonical
inflammasome. NLRP3 is activated by sensing the presence
of a variety of pathogens or danger signals and is involved
in the occurrence and development of many major human
diseases, such as atherosclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, inflam-
matory bowel disease, type 2 diabetes, and malignant tumors.
NLRP3 inflammasomes are composed of NLRP3, a receptor
protein containing a card structure that binds to the activated
caspase-1 protein to regulate the intracellular expression of
IL-1β. The structure of NLRP3 contains 9 C-terminal
domains and a core region of nucleotide-binding fragments,
rich in multiple leucine repeat (LLRs) and an amino terminal
(N-terminal). [13, 14]. The NACHT domain has ATPase
activity, and its regulation induces protein oligomerization
required for the assembly of inflammasomes [15, 16]. Fur-
thermore, it was confirmed that NLRP3 mutations occurred
in many sites in the cells of patients with cryopyrin-
associated cycle syndrome (CAPS), especially in the vicinity
of ATP binding sites in Nacht domain [17]; therefore, new
NLRP3 inhibitors (such as BAY 11-7082 and OLT1177) target this ATPase [18–20]. The activation of NLRP3 inflammasome is divided into two stages: priming/licensing and activation. PAMPs and/or DAMPs bind to TLRs and/or cytokine receptors to stimulate priming/licensing steps, and NF-κB signal transduction and downstream gene regulation are usually involved; subsequently, inflammasome-associated genes and substrates were upregulated, such as pro-IL-1β [21]. This priming/licensing step also regulates the posttranslational modifications required for NLRP3 oligomerization, including deubiquitination, nitrosylation, and dephosphorylation [22, 23]. After the NLRP3 pathway is activated, the inflammasomes and caspase will then start to assemble and activate. Canonical NLRP3 inflammasome will be activated with the participation of various PAMPs and DAMPs, such as extracellular ATP, Listeria monocytogenes, influenza virus, hyaluronic acid, glucose, amyloid-β, silicon, and cholesterol crystals. These PAMPs and DAMPs activate NLRP3 inflammasome by triggering several common NLRP3 inflammasome activation mechanisms, such as K+ efflux from the cytoplasm [23] and mitochondrial events [24] and oxidative mitochondrial DNA [25] or ion efflux [23] due to lysosome degradation. After the inflammasomes become activated, they mediate the high secretion of many cytokines downstream of caspase-1 pathway, which makes GSDMD cleavage and pyrophosphorylation. Caspase-1 cleaves GSDMD, resulting in the release of the N-terminal domain of gasdermin D from the autoinhibitory C-terminal domain to the plasma membrane, forming 10-15 nm size pores in the plasma membrane, and eventually causing cell death [26].

3. Noncanonical Inflammasomes

Noncanonical functions of inflammasomes include the activated forms of other caspases, which are independent of caspase-1 (Figure 1). The noncanonical inflammasome pathway mainly activates caspase-4 and caspase-5 in humans and caspase-11 in mice [27–29]. In addition, inflammasome-mediated activation of caspase-8 is considered to be a noncanonical inflammasome pathway and may lead to IL-1β maturation [25, 30]. Inflammasomes can directly bind to intracellular lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and its component lipid A with the aid of card domain [31, 32] to activate caspase-11, caspase-4, and caspase-5. Subsequently, GSDMD is cleaved, inducing pyroptosis. However, the activation of these noncanonical inflammasomes may also lead to the assembly of canonical NLRP3 inflammasomes [30, 31], thereby inducing the canonical inflammasome pathway. The mechanisms underlying the induction of the canonical inflammasome pathway may be related to the mitochondrial ROS production and intracellular K+ efflux.

4. Inflammasomes and Kidney Disease

In recent years, studies have shown that inflammasomes play important roles in a variety of diseases, including autoimmune diseases, infections, and noninfectious diseases. Similarly, in kidney diseases, inflammasomes participate in the inflammatory reactions in kidneys, causing pathological lesions and kidney injury, indicating that inflammasomes play important roles in the occurrence and development of kidney diseases.

4.1. NLRP3 Inflammasome and Kidney Diseases. Numerous studies have confirmed that NLRP3 is the most typical inflammasome in the kidney, plays an important regulatory role in a variety of kidney diseases, and affects disease progression.

4.1.1. Chronic Glomerulonephritis (GN). Chronic glomerulonephritis will develop into uremia. During the course of the experimental nephrotoxic nephritis (NTN) animal model, it has been determined that the role of IL-1, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and IL-1R is the cause of the decline of glomerular function [32]. High expression of key protein genes related to the formation of inflammasomes, such as renal dendritic cells, IL-1β, was detected in the cells of nephrotoxic nephritis animal model. However, the inflammatory process of renal tissue in NTN mice with NLRP3 and ASC gene expression blocked will be reversed [33].

 Lichtnekert et al. observed that in a mouse model of anti-glomerular basement membrane disease, IL-1R knockout mice had reduced levels of IL-1, which can protect mice from damage caused by necrotizing glomerulonephritis and crescentic glomerulonephritis. IL-18 deficiency did not result in glomerular protection, but tubular atrophy was alleviated [34]. The inflammasome pathway was studied in mice with targeted deletion of NLRP3, ASC, or caspase-1, and no difference in glomerular pathology was found. Deplano et al. conducted a study using a rat model of NTN combined with crescentic glomerulonephritis and found that P2X purinoceptor 7 (P2X7) receptor (P2X7R) antagonists inhibited the activation of NLRP3 and crescentic glomerular injury [35].

4.1.2. Diabetic Nephropathy. The morbidity and mortality of diabetic nephropathy (DN) remain high; the main reason is ESRD. Genome-related studies have found that many types of inflammatory reactions in renal tissues of DN patients are activated, and many theories such as high glucose and activation of autoimmune mechanism have also been proposed [36].

Increasing data have indicated that inflammatory cell infiltration is very important in the pathogenesis of DN [5]. IL-18 and IL-1β secreted by immune cells and intrinsic glomerular cells (such as podocytes, endothelial cells, and mesangial cells) may promote the progression of DN [37, 38]. A preliminary study by Shahzad et al. showed that compared with those in nondiabetic mice, the expression levels of inflammasome molecules and proinflammatory cytokines in diabetic mice were upregulated [32]. After transplanting bone marrow from NLRP3- and caspase-1-deficient mice into db/db diabetic mice, the severity of kidney injury in diabetic mice was similar to that in the control group, and the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome derived from intrinsic renal cells aggravated DN. IL-1R antagonists and mitochondrial ROS inhibitors can be used as targeted therapy for DN by reducing NLRP3 inflammasome formation [32]. Mitochondrial ROS have been shown to activate
NLRP3 inflammasome, further confirming the association between NLRP3 inflammasome activation and DN [39]. In addition, high-glucose treatment can induce the activation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase in mice, thereby triggering the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome in glomerular podocytes, subsequently causing podocyte injury. Downregulating the expression of thioredoxin-interacting protein (TXNIP) via small hairpin RNA (shRNA) and TXNIP inhibitors can block the activation of inflammasomes that can induce DN [40]. Therefore, inhibiting the expression of NLRP3 or caspase-1 can lead to inflammasome inactivation, which has a protective effect on renal tissues and may be a potential target for future DN treatment.

4.1.3. Lupus Nephritis. In a mouse model of lupus nephritis, several experiments have confirmed that inflammasomes play key roles in the occurrence and development of the disease. Zhao et al. found that blocking P2X7R by inhibiting NLRP3 activation and subsequent caspase-1 activity reduced glomerular injury in MRL/lpr mice, thereby reducing serum anti-dsDNA antibody levels and IL-1β and IL-17 levels [41]. BAY 11-7082, a phosphorylated NF-κB inhibitor (IκB), reduced macrophage infiltration and inhibited the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome, thereby alleviating lupus nephritis in mice and improving the mouse survival rate [42]. However, this study analyzed only whole kidney lysates and did not clarify the cellular localization of inflammasome activity in the kidney. Therefore, the effect of circulating macrophages could not be ruled out. The observation and study of NZB/WF1 lupus nephritis mouse model showed that TLR7, TLR8, and TLR9 antagonists can effectively alleviate the progression of glomerular damage and interstitial inflammation while reducing the transcription levels of IL-1β and NLRP3 in the kidney [43].

4.1.4. Crystalline Nephropathy. Crystalline nephropathy (heterogeneous nephropathy characterized by severe symptomatology from crystal embolization to kidney stones in the urethra) is also associated with canonical NLRP3 inflammasome. Calcium oxalate is the main component of kidney stones and is related to not only kidney stones but also acute kidney injury (AKI) and chronic kidney disease (CKD) [44]. Under the action of calcium oxalate crystal, NLRP3 inflammasomes are activated to activate the function of renal dendritic cells [45]. Inflammatory cells detected in various tissues of mice and human body can be found to contain a large number of cystine crystals in their lysosomes. It is concluded that these substances are the key to the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome and thus to promote the secretion of IL-1β [46]. Tubular cells can secrete Tamm-Horsfall protein, which makes nanoparticles appear in the diseased tubular tissue. These nanoparticles are an endogenous danger signal that will activate NLRP3 inflammasome after phagocytosis by macrophages [47]. Studies have shown that human monocyte phagocytes, such as dendritic cells and monocytes, can phagocytize urinary regulatory protein crystals in large quantities, release cathepsin, and activate inflammasomes through oxidative stress and potassium efflux pathway. [47].

4.1.5. AKI. In ischemic reperfusion injury (IRI) [48], folic acid-induced nephropathy [49], cisplatin-induced AKI [50], rhabdomyolysis-induced AKI [51], and contrast-induced AKI [52] models, NLRP3-mediated activation of inflammasomes can be detected, and the progression of AKI is mediated through canonical and noncanonical inflammasome pathways. Compared with wild-type mice, NLRP3−/− and ASC−/− mice that received bilateral renal IRI reported a higher survival rate, improved renal function, and decreased neutrophil influx [53]. However, another study showed that the renal protective effect of NLRP3 deficiency was not associated with caspase-1 and ASC because after ASC and Csp1 knockout, the kidneys of IRI mice were not protected [54]. These findings indicate that the noncanonical inflammasome function of NLRP3 may play an important role in the pathogenesis of renal IRI.

The activation of canonical inflammasomes was also reported in an infection-induced AKI model. In an AKI model induced by sepsis caused by cecal ligation and puncture [55], the deletion of NLRP3 gene and the inhibition of caspase-1 will effectively block the inflammatory process and improve the renal function. In another study, the loss of caspase-1 reduced the mortality of endotoxin-induced AKI and hypotension-induced mouse models. [56].

4.1.6. Hypertensive Nephropathy. Managing hypertension as well as other risk factors for kidney disease, such as elevated blood glucose levels and proteinuria, is critical to delaying the progression of ESRD. The expression of NLRP3 mRNA in renal biopsy specimens of patients with hypertensive or vascular nephrosclerosis is higher than that in normal kidneys, suggesting that NLRP3 plays a role in hypertension-related kidney disease [57]. Krishnan et al. indicated that activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome in the kidney is associated with salt-sensitive hypertension [58, 59]. Interestingly, in a hypertensive mouse model induced by angiotensin II, NLRP3 deficiency showed a protective effect on blood pressure, while the deletion of ASC did not [60]. ASC deficiency and IL-1R antagonism have blood pressure-lowering and renal anti-inflammatory effects [58, 61]. Activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome regulates Ang II-induced podocyte injury by inducing mitochondrial dysfunction, and systemic deletion of NLRP3 can significantly attenuate renal injury resulting from mitochondrial dysfunction [62]. The application of aldosterone can activate NLRP3 in podocytes through oxidative stress-related mechanisms. Inactivation of NLRP3 by siRNA can inhibit the NLRP3 activation and apoptosis induced by aldosterone and the loss of the podocyte-specific proteins nephrin and podocin. Additionally, systemic deletion of NLRP3 in mice remarkably ameliorates proteinuria and podocyte damage [63]. In a hypertensive mouse model, MCC950, an NLRP3 inhibitor, can significantly reduce blood pressure and fibrosis, alleviate kidney inflammation, and protect against renal dysfunction [59]. Current studies have shown that the investigation of inflammasome-independent functions is of great significance to discover the pathogenesis of hypertension [64].
4.2. Other Inflammasomes and Kidney Diseases. AIM2 inflammasomes, which are DNA-sensitive, have been reportedly associated with the pathogenesis of human hepatitis B virus-related glomerulonephritis [65] and mouse and human systemic lupus erythematosus [66]. AIM2 is constitutively expressed in glomerular podocytes and expressed at low levels in renal tubular epithelial cells in healthy individuals. Activation of AIM2 inflammasomes helps to recruit proinflammatory macrophages, leading to kidney damage and fibrosis, resulting in human CKD kidney injury in a mouse unilateral ureter obstruction (UUO) model [67]. The presence of nlrc4 inflammasomes can be detected in both human and mouse DKD progression [68]. Compared with the wild-type diabetic mice, the blood glucose level of the model with low expression of nlrc4 decreased significantly, and the glomerular injury was reversed to some extent. Molecular biology studies have shown that nlrc5 is a transcriptional activator of class I gene of histocompatibility complex (MHC) [69]. In the AKI mouse model induced by IRI or cisplatin, the overexpression of nlrc5 can be detected, while the expression of carboxyembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule is inhibited, ERK1/2 and Akt signaling pathway are activated significantly, and the degree of renal damage is particularly serious [70]. Bone marrow chimerism-related experiments also showed the key role of nlrc5 in AKI renal tubular injury and renal failure animal model [70]. NLRX1 is located in mitochondria, and its anti-inflammatory effect is very obvious [71, 72]. In renal IRI, NLRX1 can inhibit the oxidative phosphorylation process, protect the integrity of cell membrane, and play a role in protecting renal parenchymal cells. [73].

5. Therapeutic Prospects of Targeting Inflammasomes in Renal Diseases

To date, immunomodulatory strategies targeting inflammasomes have mainly focused on downstream effective substances, IL-1 and caspase-1. Currently, there are several studies on targeted therapeutics for upstream and downstream effective substances of inflammasomes in kidney diseases; however, their clinical efficacy still needs to be validated. Diarylsulfonylurea compounds can inhibit LPS- and ATP-induced IL-1β processing and release in human monocytes and murine macrophages [74], and MCC950 is a specific inhibitor of NLRP3 activation [75]. In a mouse model of crystalline nephropathy caused by a high-adrenaline diet [76], MCC950 significantly inhibited the production of IL-1β and IL-18 caused by the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome. Significant inhibitory effects of MCC950 on IL-1β maturation in bone marrow cells have been shown using an in vitro bioluminescence imaging system. In a rat model of DN, BAY 11-7082 inhibited NLRP3 ATPase activity, which is required for inflammasome activation [18], normalized the levels of proinflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress, and played a role in renal protection [77].

The protective effect of caspase-1 inhibitor on renal function has been widely confirmed. Some studies have shown that the effect of AC-YVAD-CMK (caspase-1 inhibitor) on the recovery of renal function in AKI model of rodents is very obvious [55, 78]. VX-765 (highly selective caspase-1 inhibitor) can effectively improve the renal fibrosis in mice with nephropathy [79].

The catalytic domain of caspases will directly bind to GSDMD and its cleavage site peptide fdtl [80]. Ac-FLTD-cmk, a GSDMD-derived peptide inhibitor, can inhibit the cleavage of GSDMD by binding directly to the core catalytic domain of caspase-1, caspase-4, caspase-5, and caspase-11. Without affecting cell apoptosis, it can reduce the thermotaxis and effector function of typical and atypical inflammasomes. BAY 11-7082 (inhibitors of NF-κB and NLRP3) can covalently modify the active cysteine in GSDMD and inhibit the pore formation induced by GSDMD [81].

Anakinra is an artificial recombinant IL-1 receptor antagonist, which has a significant therapeutic effect on tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated cycle syndrome (traps) [82], gouty arthritis [83], and diabetes [84]. The IL-1 trap rilonacept binds and neutralizes IL-1 and controls the symptoms of CAPS and gouty arthritis [85].

Although agents targeting inflammasomes have great potential in disease treatment, there are also potential limitations of inflammasome inhibition in the clinic. MCC950 is a promising drug, and numerous targeted studies have been carried out, showing a broad prospect of treatments. However, related studies can prove only that short-term animal experiments can alleviate diseases under laboratory conditions, but the long-term effects of MCC950 on related animals have not been studied. In addition, MCC950 has some immunosuppressive side effects, such as susceptibility to infection [86]. BAY 11-7082 is a specific pharmacologic NF-κB inhibitor with obvious cytotoxicity, which leads to increasing cell death as the concentration increases [87]. Some studies have shown that BAY 11-7082 impairs alveolar epithelial barrier function and causes unavoidable toxicity in cells and cultured brain tissue [88, 89]. In the application of BAY 11-7085 system, toxic reactions were detected, so the local application of NF-κB inhibitor was paid more attention by many scholars. Local reactions at the injection site are the most common side effects of anakinra. In addition, the risk of serious infection is reported to increase [90].

6. Summary and Outlook

Over the past 10 years, substantial progress has been made in the study of inflammasomes. Increasing evidence has confirmed the association between the canonical and noncanonical functions of inflammasomes and kidney diseases, but many issues remain to be addressed, such as the effects of noncanonical caspase-11, caspase-4, and caspase-5 inflammasomes and other NLR genes; the role of pyroptosis; the activation of noncanonical inflammasomes in the kidney; and the function of gasdermin. Studying the mechanisms of these functions can help to understand the association between inflammation and kidney diseases. The ongoing development of therapy involving targeting inflammasomes and their downstream effectors, including caspase-1 and IL-1β, has been shown to be effective in vitro and in many mouse models. However, converting these experimental data into clinical applications still requires further exploration.
These studies may advance the treatment of kidney diseases such as CKD and AKI.
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